
Nautic
Collection
Younique Plus creates innovative yet artisanal lighting solutions that are more than 

just beautiful objects; they bring expertise, culture, and their unique character for 

an exclusive lighting experience.



Younique Plus
Nautic Collection



Featuring Younique Plus Nautic collection, indoor and 

outdoor lamps that combine aesthetic with energy efficiency 

and safety to meet the challenging technical standards of 

yacht projects. Thanks to our long-time experience in the 

lighting sector and working closely with yacht designers, we 

customized some of our best sellers for nautic applications. 

Exceptional lighting solutions for owners and designers that 

recognise the importance of a sophisticated lighting plan.

Younique Plus
Nautic collection

— Experience the power of light 



Phoebe
Nautic Collection



Inspired by the charm of ancient lanterns brought to modern 

living by expert makers, this timeless lamp is made with AISI 

316 L Stainless Steel processed with chemical passivation.

Answering to the challenges of nautic design, such as lack 

of space to run wires, access units for maintenance, and 

a highly corrosive environment, we developed a special 

edition of the Phobe lamp for yachts. The result is a flexible 

and efficient product with a high-tech rechargeable battery 

that sets the atmosphere of the space.

Phoebe
Nautic Collection

— Create a unique atmosphere



Technical
information

Phoebe L

Floor Lamp  H937,5

  Polished stainless steel Aisi 316L

                              

Battery:   Rechargeable 18 Ah - 12V - Duration 6 hrs 

Diffuser:  Opal acrylic

Lamping:  3 Strip led  mm. 575 - 24,8W - 12V - 3000ºK -  2585lm

Switch:  On/Off + touch dimming

Material
and finish:

IP54

Battery powered 
floor lamp



Technical
information

Table Lamp  H488,5

  Polished stainless steel Aisi 316L

                             

Battery:   Rechargeable 5 Ah - 12V - Duration 6 hrs 

Diffuser:  Opal acrylic

Lamping:  3 Strip led  mm. 225 - 6,48W - 12V - 3000ºK -  459lm

Switch:  On/Off

Material
and finish:

IP54

Battery powered 
table lampPhoebe T



220-240V

50-60Hz

1-4 A

6V / 12V

4Ah ÷ 80Ah

4Ah ÷ 120Ah

IP65

220-240V

50-60Hz

1 A

12V

2Ah ÷ 40Ah

2Ah ÷ 100Ah

IP65

Power supply voltage

Frequency

Rated current (min-max)

Battery voltage

Charge capacity

Maintenance capacuty

IP degree protection

Phoebe Battery Charging
Station

Phoebe Table LampPhoebe Floor LampTechnical
information



Talitha
Nautic Collection, Brass, Bronze Finish



Simple and modern, Talitha indoor lamp hides luxury in 

the details with chromed and brassed finishes. With its 

orientable diffuser, it creates atmosphere and helps to 

bring out the colour and texture of the interior finishes. To 

meet the needs of yacht design, we customized Talitha by 

moving the dimmable switch on the body of the lamp and 

adding fixing.

Talitha Indoor
Nautic Collection

— Enhance the details of the space



Table Lamp  H488,5

  - Brass | Chrome Plated

                              - Brass | Bronze finish

 - Brass | Stressed finish

Black cable:   2X0,75mm². EUROPEAN PLUG 2WAY with dimmer

 switch on the base, for indoor use

Lamping: Led GU 10 1x5,3W 230V

Bulb supply on request

Material
and finish:

Technical
information

Talitha

IP54

Table lamp



Younique Plus creates handmade indoor and outdoor 

lighting solutions that mix Italian artisanship, design 

and innovative materials to offer a unique experience 

in modern living.

Founded in 2008, Younique Plus mission is to let people 

experience the power of light by designing unique 

lighting solutions that follow the highest quality, 

technological and production standards. The result is 

a luxurious and functional product suitable for interior 

design projects like houses, hotels, offices, and also 

outdoor design projects and nautic.

Contacts

www.younique-plus.com

info@younique-plus.com

http://www.younique-plus.com

